Every Possible Advantage™

Donor Liver Preservation System

DELIVERING A NEW STANDARD IN LIVER PRESERVATION

The LIVERguard™ System brings a new approach to donor liver preservation and transport. The only FDA cleared and CE marked hypothermic
liver preservation device on the market, the LIVERguard™ System is designed for repeatable, predictable, and measurable organ transport.

STABLE PRESERVATION

PRECISION COOLING SYSTEM

Lightweight shipper system
is validated for a consistent
thermal environment for over
40 hours.

Prevent exposure to excessive
temperature reduction utilizing
proprietary SherpaCool™ phase
change technology.

CONNECTED DATA DRIVEN
MONITORING

MECHANICALLY ISOLATED
PROTECTION

Real-time monitoring and data
reporting with Paragonix App via
Bluetooth® enables connected
communication among donor and
recipient transplant teams.

Rigid tray and rack structure
encapsulates triple bag isolation
system, providing added
protection from physical and
thermal trauma.

Cold Ischemic Time Matters
Donor liver preservation and cold ischemic time are known
factors contributing to early allograft dysfunction (EAD), lower
first year graft survival, and prolonged length of stay.1-3 Despite
this, the current standard of care preservation includes
uncontrolled cooling with ice and no temperature monitoring
to ensure organs are maintained within target ranges.

Move on from ice and unpredictable
results with LIVERguard
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protect against freezing injury
Based on proven cardiac preservation system architecture
Ensure compliance with UNOS 16.3 temperature controlled packaging
Store and transport organs within preservation solution labeling guidelines
Connectivity and data reporting for the entire transplant team
Predictable, Repeatable, Measurable
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What the clinical data says
about Ice Storage

“Temperatures below 1°C
are reached only 40 minutes
after insertion of graft in the
transport cool [ice] box.”

Clinical evidence has shown
sub-zero temperatures can
generate “Indissoluble particles in
preservation solutions [that] may
potentially cause thrombosis and
occlusion of vessels, in addition to
injury to endothelial cells.” 5
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